Volunteer Opportunities
Position Description
[Instructions: Completed by the requesting department and submitted to
the Human Resources Volunteer Coordinator for all volunteer opportunities]

Position Title:
Work location:
[include street address]

Volunteer Medical Sick Room Assistant

Animal Shelter 300 E. Galleria

Purpose of the position:
To give care and therapeutic attention to the cats recovering from upper respiratory infection that are housed in our cat sick room.

Position responsibilities
and duties:

On a regular schedule, clean cats' cages, feed, water, medicate, groom, and socialize with the cats during their recovery period.

Skills & Qualifications: Compassionate interest in cats, understanding behavior/body language of cats, and
in handling them is a necessity. Working knowledge of how to administer
[Desired education, experience
medicine orally to a cat is preferred. The ability to interact with ailing cats without putting
skills, abilities, interests, them, or you, under any undo stress is a necessity. Ability to understand and follow through
experience] with written and oral communication and to record information on a daily log is essential.
Physical Requirements: This position entails, but is not limited to, the following: tending to the cats in a small confined room; need
to be able to get down on your knees and reach in to clean cages; need to be able to reach in to clean
[include any walking, cages while on a step stool and when standing on the floor; need to be able to lift and hold cats up to 25
and bags of cat litter up to 40 pounds. Need to be familiar with how to mop a floor and do laundry.
standing, lifting pounds
You will be carrying "13 gallon sized - kitchen sized" bags of trash from the sick room to the trash bin.
requirements, and work *If you have cats at home they must be fully vaccinated at the time you start your volunteer work.
environment]
Commitment Required: You will be assigned to a morning schedule on a consistent day. You are able to sign up for more
than one day if you desire and we have the need. Depending on how many cats are in your care
[define minimum on
a given day dictates how long you will need to be at the shelter per day. Our volunteer
is a minimum of 8 hours per month, so a minimum of 2 hours per week, if you are
commitment, hours per requirement
scheduled for one day a week. More than 8 hours per month is allowed and encouraged.
week or per month]
Training: General citywide volunteer orientation
[that the volunteer will Department specific training including:
receive]
You will be thoroughly shown what to do.
Dress code: We provide you with volunteer t-shirts and an ID badge that need to be
[note if uniforms will be worn while you are volunteering. Comfortable, casual clothes should be
provided] worn. No open toed shoes.
Reports to:
Cindy Carlson, initially, and/or Cynthia Lauby-Wheat or other designated employee or volunteer.

For questions, please
contact:

Cindy.Carlson@cityofhenderson.com

Submitted by/date: ________________________________________
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